What *time*, *treasure* or *talent* do you have to give a regional partnership that will help Idaho increase the number of Idahoans who pursue college and career training after high school?

Think

1. Locate the note card at your table.
2. Jot down a few answers to this question on one side of the card.
What *time, treasure* or *talent* do you have to give a regional partnership that will help Idaho increase the number of Idahoans who pursue college and career training after high school?

**Pair**

1. Find a person you don’t know from the other side of the room.
2. Introduce yourself and what region you represent.
3. Share your answer to the question from the note card.
What **three words** best describe the Educate Idaho Network?

Share

1. At your table, jot down the answer to this question on the other side of your note card.
2. Place note cards on the table for a member of the steering committee to collect.